
++++
Initial brainstorm of what we even want this to do
++++

- Expansion idea of using real world road maps to play out a campaign road trip
-- Call it Open Road or Road Trip
- Resource management, threat levels, etc.
- Could include continuous rolling highway generation for this?
- Have specific Drivers that you can put in each car, they have a once-per-game 
ability (in the form of a card?)
-- Ability has an X+ on D8 activation attempt, gets better as Driver does
--- For example 6+ activation to do +10" range on next shot, or repair 4, or 
reroll, or bonus crash, or free move, or extra turn/drift, self spin out, etc.
- Choose weapon arc of forward or rear for highway?
-- Or do 360 arc but at a range, damage, or accuracy penalty
- Car building system
- Could have a "corporate sponsor" you choose, sort of like the brand of car, but 
it affects your entire roster?
-- Could be themed as whatever: gang specialization, clan power, whatever

- Could do a dice placement/allocation mini-game for road map driving
-- Basically have to match a dice pattern to avoid hazards
-- Can spend tires/gas/morale to do certain dice things like re-roll, 
increase/decrease by 1, etc.
-- Any uncovered slots are maybe like One Deck Dungeon where they have a negative 
effect?
- Could get extra dice with push-your-luck style again
-- Keep bonus dice on 2+, otherwise have to remove 1 other dice
--- Can keep going 3+, 4+, etc.
- Could also take penalties or buffs for the next fight

- Could use Event cards, draw 1 for each segment of the map (such as from town A to 
town B)
-- Tells more of a narrative, but do we really want to go card based?
- Examples are Bandits, Roadblock, Friendly Diner, etc.
- Ideally Event cards still have some variance on them, for example you roll X dice 
for each resource
-- Maybe Bandits have 3D8 Tires, whereas Lonely Road has 4D8 Gas or whatever
--- Could even vary the same card, so have one Bandit card that is 2D8 Tires and 
one is 3D8
- Could have a penalty/effect on the bottom of the Event card as well
- Instead of cards could do small icon/cardboard type tokens that are drawn from a 
bag
-- Almost like the zombie pieces from Cornered
- Weather, terrain, road type could have different effects on the cards/dice as 
well
-- Road type could be Gravel +1 Tire diff, Highway +1 Gas diff
--- Or do the opposite as a bonus, so Gravel is -1 Gas

- Morale could be a resource/win condition
-- Can be a reserve, emergency resource in place of Tires/Gas/whatever
- Lose Morale if lose fight, gain if win
- Total "score" is Morale at the end?

- Can have players working on a team against generic enemies, or going along the 
same route, or whatever

- 2 player mode, when 1 player has no car they can be a gunner to the ally car
-- Have to guess inch ranges (without measuring anything). Bonus damage or effects 



if close or right on

++++
Consolidated second attempt from notes
++++

- Key concept/pillar is to have a light minigame that links fights together. 
Overall best driver during fights should still win the campaign
- Two decks/chits of cards: Route and Event
- Resources: Gas, Parts, Money? Time? Tires? Apocalypse specific currency (Caps?)
- Route (or Road/Terrain) cards or chits show dice and challenge needed
- Road type (gravel/highway/interstate/etc.) adds effect, same with Weather
- After choosing a Route and completing it, draw an Event card
-- Can say Battle (with Features) or have other tradeoffs for resources (like +1 
gas, -1 part)
--- Event card features are like Dinosaur Cowboys: night, dust, storm, NPC police, 
all cars max/min Speed limits, etc.
--- Also Battles should have different Objectives, like picking up gas cans, 
instead of just kill all
-- Resolve any battles, then setup next route/road segment
- Players take turns choosing/navigating routes on map, then draw cards for the 
route they've designed. After one per player, choose routes, lowest Morale goes 
first (so underdog can catch up?)
-- Or secretly choose Route and reveal?
--- Then if both players choose same Route automatic battle? Or just if there is a 
Battle event then the NPCs are replaced with the other team
- Drivers of cars get XP like Mordheim (kills, wins, etc.)
- All Driver skills have an X+ on D8 chance to work, and that X+ can be advanced 
through experience
-- Maybe even flat damage/range/etc. bonuses for Drivers eventually?
- Battles can be vs other player or vs NPC set by card
- NPC battle cards specify number of CARS relative to opponent plus modifiers, like 
cars-1, cars+2 but -5 Armor, everyone +2 Damage, etc.
- Losing a player car is just Morale loss, not parts/gas cost
- Players can trade resources or offers with each other at any point
- Some Event cards are unique resources (almost like art cards from Exploding 
Kittens) that can match to give a bonus?
- Have bases/homes/semi-trucks for supply and stuff?
- What should Morale be called for theme? Money? Rating? Notoriety? Fame? Respect?
- Avoid having Money overall as a resource, just barter
- When can you swap guns on cars (likely before choosing a Route) and recruit 
people and buy new cars?
- Concept of Milestones? Set by the players, should have a minimum per game. 
Generally when crossing a state/province line, reaching a big city, etc.
-- At Milestones you change the weather, recruit, buy stuff, trade, etc.
- All buyable things are just X Resource cost, player can choose what to barter, so 
they could buy a gun with Gas or Parts
- Resources convert into Morale at the end of the game, like Pirate's Cove
!- Need a catch up mechanic, so if someone has 50 Morale vs 120 Morale they still 
have a reason to play. Instead of catch up could be they throw roadblocks in front 
of the other guy - make fights harder, etc.
- Morale on win/loss shouldn't be a huge double swing between players, ie: loser 
shouldn't lose 10 Morale while winner gains 10 for a total change of 20, to stop 
runaway lead
- Higher Morale team spends/buys at Milestone first, which is worse since then 
lower Morale players can choose to add a car after other guy hasn't
- Even number of players works best I think, as there isn't an odd man out for 
fights
-- Maybe extra players contribute by using a turret guess-timate range rule talked 



about elsewhere
- Somehow push your luck until three 1s are rolled?
- Manipulating dice for Route cards should have some preset options that can be 
done once each, then extra uses cost Resources
-- ie: +1 to dice from Gas, split dice from Parts, push-your-luck from Time, 
whatever

++++
Consolidated third attempt from notes
++++

- Should NPC cars have no Brand? Save a generation step, and can do smaller 
tracking sheets. Or they could be ALL Essence automatically to save even more book 
keeping?
- Resources: Gas (green), Parts (blue), Tires (red), Morale (white/yellow)
- Have 3 slots long by 2 slots tall for D6 dice on each Route card. Any uncovered 
slot loses 1 Morale (except for terrain slots that are added to the card and lose 
other resources)
- Event cards are chits, drawn separately, and fit on the bottom half of the Route 
card
- Route mods for terrain/road type need to be a generic list with some defaults, to 
show players options for different maps
- Force a "final battle" before very end, maybe call it a Raid and have the winner 
be able to steal resources from the loser?
- Have bonus victory/Morale points for the player with the MOST resource of each 
type, sort of like Longest Track in Ticket to Ride
-- Could also have bonus Morale for certain achievements like "least cars", "lowest 
driver", etc. as a catch up mechanic?
- Could have certain rewards for Event chits be like art cards from Exploding 
Kittens, in that if you collect a pair of the rewards you get a special Morale 
bonus or something else?
- Start with a scale of Resources, like 10/8/6, and can choose to allocate as 
desired
- Are Resources are equal for trade and Morale count at the end
- 50 Morale to start? Start at 0 and can go negative? Start low at like 10 so 
easier to count?
- For battles the Morale change vs NPC is +10 for a win, -10 for a loss. Then do 
HALF values for vs player?
-- Or +8/-4 (splits well into +4/-2), or +6/-3, so that one battle isn't equivalent 
to 5-10 normal cards
--- Or overthinking it, and just do +5 on win, -5 on loss. So vs NPC there is no 
"swing" because their Morale isn't track, and vs player it works out to a 10 Morale 
change
-- Or battles just give Resources with no downside, whereas other Event always have 
a minus?
- Event cards need to be meaningful towards victory, but not the overwhelming 
factor, as the person who won the most battles should still win
- Could have a "no Battle" mode without NPC fights and the only way to fight is 
have players go to the same Route, so more like Pirate's Cove
- New car costs 5 Resources, a weapon is 1 Resource. Can't store extra weapons, can 
only have 1 per slot per car
-- Maybe start player cars with 10 Armor or something, and +2 Armor is 1 Resource, 
up to 20 Armor?
-- Start with a certain number of Resources that you HAVE to buy stuff with. Cars + 
weapons + Driver skills
- Designate one car as your leader. Maybe put it beside the Route you want on the 
map to mark it. The Driver of that car always has +1 to their Skill/card roll

*- Dice system for resolving cards is a base of 3D6+1D8, and player is given 1 



star/token JUST like Floor It during combat
-- Then they can choose to push their luck by taking a second star/token to roll 
another D6
-- If the roll fails (ie: 2+ needed for second, 3+ for third, etc.) they MUST 
discard their best dice. Which is highest dice. If tied between a D6 and D8 discard 
the D8. They get to keep the D6 that failed though, but can't roll anymore
-- After all push-your-luck is done, can optionally spend Resources to manipulate 
the dice:
--- Gas: +1 to one dice and/or flip one dice
--- Parts: Reroll one dice and/or split
--- Tires: Duplicate one dice
?---- Questions:
?- LIKELY - Should Split also give a new 1D6 with a value of 1?
?- UNLIKELY (just one more thing to track) - And if you +1 a D6 above it's max (to 
a 7) should it turn into a D8?
- Then place all dice (can double or triple up dice on a single slot if desired, so 
3+1 for a 4 slot)
- Any uncovered slots give -1 Morale

- Have a "Duel" or quick battle concept for pvp
-- Choose only ONE car each
-- This would be best if we have a battle if players choose the same Route path, 
and the winner gets the Resources/card
-- Have NO Morale change for Duels? More like a deciding factor on the card then
- If two players are on the same Route AND the Event is a Battle then use the full 
force of all cars instead of a Duel

- Use Reputation as the scoring mechanism instead of Morale
-- And then make the story/theme gang focused

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ OTHER +++++++++++++++++++++++++++
- Add some terrain "types" like road, explosive, foliage, etc.

- Other Actions, potentially in an expansion and provided from a new equipment slot 
called Utility:
- Always have: Shoot/Drop Weapons, Change Speed (becomes an action, by 1, Brand 
goes to 2 and even after Crash still)
-- Welding Kit: Repair 1 Armor
-- Radio: Move straight ahead 3" to ally within 10"
-- Power Steering: Make a Hazard Check, on success perform another turn/drift
-- Turbo Boost: Move straight ahead 2"
-- Compensators: +1 Accuracy until end of round
-- Piercing Ammo: +1 damage until end of round
-- Ram: +1 damage done, -1 damage received on Crash
-- E-Brake: Spin Out to self

- Other Brand names:
-- Remember we can do positive/negative Brands, like -Armor, +Speed
Atlas, Alta, HMC, Chinook, Victoria, Whiteman, Lianchi, Maple, Vanteena
-- One ability could be a "death saving throw", ignore deathblow damage on 4+
-- Could do "your Speed counts as +1 for being hit", so if you're Speed 4 you're 
hit on 5+
-- Give +1" move every Manuever
-- Driver ability: can go over obstacles this round without crashing

- Melee weapons
-- Ram, sawblade, drill, sideswipers, flamethrower, etc.


